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Humanity’s Evolving Partnership with the Angels & Elementals 
 
"I must tell you that when the drops arrived I handed the opened box to my preschooler, Noah, 
and told him that they were for him.  He examined the three bottles in the box and said, "Mom, 
where did you get these?"  I told him that the flower lady sent them to us.  He looked at them a 
little more and then said, "Mom- do you remember when I was your age and we had these 
flower drops in pyramids at the sea?"  Although I've read lots of literature regarding your 
flowers- I have never spoken of this to my children!" L.C., Hollis, NH   
 
 
If you feel a deep affinity with Flower Essences, it may be because you have worked with 
them before in ancient Lemuria or some other earlier Earth civilization.  Whether Flower 
Essences are old friends rediscovered or a new tool in your life, they have returned to 
prominence at a time when our old agreement with the Angels and Elementals about 
humanity’s role in creation is changing. 
 
As ever, the Angels continue to hold the divine plan for creation and radiate the purest 
form of such virtues as hope, faith and love into this creation as a means to help us tune 
up and be part of the evolutionary journey of the universe. In concert with the Angels, 
the Elementals continue to outpicture the divine plan in form. All in all, the stage set is 
as beautifully crafted by Angels and Elementals as ever, but humanity has trashed the set, 
and the Angels and Elementals now request that we stop this destructive behavior.   
 
It is not that our destruction is actually real or that the Angels and Elementals could not 
repair the damage.  The damage is an illusion, and the Angels and Elementals could 
repair it all in short order.  They do not do so because it would not serve our learning at 
this point in our collective evolutionary process.  Our continued destructiveness, with 
Elementals and Angels picking up after us like a mother picking up after a two year old, 
would only reinforce our illusions of powerlessness. The operative model for our learning 
on stage set Earth is no longer one of us as children needing a grown up to fix things.  
The operative model is now one of equal partners cooperatively creating a new reality.  
The Angels and Elementals call us to assume our place as equal God beings working in 
partnership with them to create a harmonious world. 
   
They will no longer be the enablers, picking up the negativity and chaos we create.  They 
expect us to take care of our own garbage or what Thela, the overlighting Angel of the 
Green Hope Farm gardens, calls our mental manure.  They will see us in no other way 
but as the powerful, responsible, divine beings we are.  They freely give us their gifts 
including Flower Essences.  These gifts embody their wisdom, gained by staying with the 
divine plan and never forgetting their oneness while we took our necessary detour into 



the illusion of separation.  It is time now for us to return from our travels and share OUR 
gifts.  It is time to be our God selves with the compassion gained from our struggles with 
illusions.  The opportunity for partnership between Angelic, Elemental and Human God 
beings is extraordinary.  The Angels and Elementals will settle for no less. 
 
 


